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CAPTURE THE MOMENT

What really makes life special are those little 
moments of happiness. They could come 
from something as simple as the smell of your 
morning coffee, or that delicious, steaming 
bowl of noodles you’re having for lunch. That 
moment might stem from that eureka effect you 
get in a brainstorming session, or the moment of 
satisfaction you experience when you complete  
a challenging project.

Whatever it is that brings about that moment 
of happiness, it’s best savoured when you’re 
present in the here and now. That’s why we 
designed Activity: so you can focus on the 
precious moments that make each day special.

Happiness might come from the 
satisfaction you feel when you’re 
productive at work, getting the 
job done – and the way you 
want it done.
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Activity responds to your 
body instantly and adjusts 
itself automatically.

ENGINEERED FOR INSTANT 
COMFORT

Workspaces are changing to support new modes 
of work. New ways of working are leading us to 
agile environments that promote collaboration, 
creativity and productivity. Flexibility helps build 
self-empowerment – especially when it comes 
to where you work. You sit where you need to, 
so that you can do the work you need to on that 
particular day.

Activity is an original design by POSH Design Lab 
(PDL), featuring a weight-sensitive mechanism 
that responds to your body automatically and 
delivers comfort in an instant.  
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Activity comes with a family of solutions, including padded or 
non-padded backrest. Here, it’s pictured in graphite and fog 
finishes, with a variety of bases.



SYNCHRONISED TILT

It’s always about choice with Activity: you can 
choose from a travel limiter that allows you 
to limit the recline angle within 20 degrees, 
or choose a four-position lock that stops the 
backrest at four different angles. The tension is 
adjusted automatically, making it easier to use. 
Move backwards or forwards and adjust the 
preferred angle with just one lever.

20˚
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ACTIVEBACKTM 
BACKREST

ALUMINUM BASE / 
NYLON BASE

4D ARMREST

TRAVEL LIMITER

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

SEAT DEPTH ADJUSTMENT ARMREST WIDTH 
ADJUSTMENT

360˚ ROTATABLE 
ARMPAD

FEATURES HIGHLIGHT

DIMENSIONS

970 – 1080 (w/o Headrest)
1180 – 1290 (w. Headrest)

720

490

390 – 500

210 – 310

700

380 – 430

1514





LEAN IN

Activity responds automatically to your body, 
adapting to fit you. Adjustments are made easy 
with a user-friendly lever control.
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SUPER SLIDER

Activity’s seat slides in and out for even more 
comfort. Press the button on the underside of 
the seat to find that sweet spot by adjusting it 
backwards or forwards. 
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LET’S GET ACTIVE

The human body isn’t static – it’s almost 
always in motion, even when we’re sitting 
down. Activity was designed to encourage 
movement, and that’s why the design team 
developed Activeback™, a lightweight backrest 
with enhanced back support. Made from 
MPA (Modified Polymite), Activeback varies 
in thickness from top to bottom and from the 
centre to the outer edges, providing flexibility 
and support where your body needs it most. 

Its tapered edges provide a visual contour, 
giving Activity its sleek, clean-lined look.
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Activeback™ is flexible in all the 
right places.

Optional lumbar support



DID YOU KNOW?

Polyamides are improving the 
performance of household 
items in everything from 
fashion to automotives, and 
it was this that inspired PDL. 
If polyamides can enhance 
the ability of leggings to work 
with our bodies as we work 
out, and the ability of tires to 
respond quickly as we steer 
in another direction, what can 
they do for furniture? 

“Activeback
™

, a lightweight backrest 
is composed of polyamide fibres 
with resin and glass fibre, varies in 
thickness from top to bottom and  
from the centre to the outer edges.”

Jack Wang, Head of POSH Design and Development
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ACTIVE ARM SUPPORT

Activity truly embodies its name, even its 
arms are made for motion. They move in four 
directions, letting you adjust their height, angle, 
depth and width. The armrests have also been 
specially engineered, enabling them to flip 360 
degrees with ease. 

Arms in motion: rotate Activity’s armrests and adjust the 
width to find the perfect fit for your body. 

360˚
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HEAD’S UP

No two working cultures are the same. A lot 
depends on the organisation and the local 
culture differences. Activity knows this; that’s 
why it’s available with an array of customisable 
options, all designed to meet the needs of a 
multitude of working environments. 

Our bodies are driven by circadian clocks, 24-
hour cycles that lead to peaks in performance 
at certain times of day, as well as dips in activity. 
Our strongest drive to sleep comes between 2 
and 4 am, and 1 and 3pm. By allowing short 
naps in the afternoon, those organisations 
that cater to sleep cycles are bearing this in 
mind, aiming to promote increased productivity 
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at other times. Activity facilitates this through 
its optional, add-on headrest, which can be 
adjusted to suit your preferences. 
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DRESS IT UP

It’s simple, really. With its distinct, pared-back 
design language and clear side profile that 
mirrors the curves of the human spine, Activity 
is about minimal fuss. Dress up Activity chair 
just the way you like it, add a headrest or snap 
padding on the back for extra comfort and a 
tactile vibe. 
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MAKE IT PERSONAL

With a discreet look and feel, 
Activity is perfectly placed to fit 
in all environments.
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Stone Bubblegum

Chartreuse Sand

Rouge

Citrus PetroleumCharcoal PlatinumChutney OnyxTrail Iron Ore

Loden Oatmeal

Walnut

Papaya AshCinder LipstickTundra ScarletFeather Grey Late

Medley

TEXTILE

FINISHES

Zen

Sodi

Point

Cosmo

Fidi

Kinetic

Centurion

1HA01 7305

1HA10 7333

9112

1HA05 73131HA03 7311

Peacock Apple

Olive

1HA12 7344

9115

1HA07 73151HA02 7310

1HA11 7334

9114

Limestone

Stone

Kumquat

Bitter Chocolate

Moon Shadow

Denim

Balance

Fossil

Jumpy

Gold

Gladius

Studio White

Greige

Pitch

Blueberry

Mist

Cashmere

Noir

Passion

MuseRoyal

Quiet

Brick

Slate Grey

Pewter

Zinc

Green Apple

Bling

Marigold

Coal

Active

MonarchCerulean

Clarity

Charcoal

Fog

1SD01

1FS01

1FS61

1FS14

9101

1FG01

A301

2K021FG10

A310

2K20
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1SD03

1FS10

1FS92

1FS17

9104

1FG03

A303

2K051FG12

A312

2K24

SG

1SD02

1FS06

1FS81

1FS15

9102

1FG02

A302

2K041FG11

A311

2K22
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1HA06 7314

Blueberry Cloud1HA15 7350

1HA04 73121HA08 73171HA09 7315

Mulberry JavaBlue Grotto Citron

Black

1HA14 7349
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1HA19 7351Bayou Mercury

Quince

1HA13 7345

9117

Pickle

Imperial

Aubergine

Pool

Wine

Snap

Confidence

Hazel

Avocado

Granola

Spirit

Atrium

Spice

Orange

Sincere

Helm

Mud

Coconut

Turquoise

Pimento

Mercury

Jam

Brisk

Transfer

Crest

Aquarius

Black

Suede

Grass

Fresh

Pitch

Granite

Pine

Calm

Armor

1SD05

1FS12

1FS94

9106

1FG05

A305

A314

2K07

9108

1FG07

A307

2K12

9107

1FG06

A306

2K09

1SD04

1FS11

1FS93

1FS41

9105

1FG04

A304

A313

2K06

2K25

BK

9109

1FG08

A308

2K14

9110

1FG09

A309

2K18
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ACTIVE CERTIFICATION

Activity comes with an eight-year warranty, and has the following certifications: 

AFRIDI and GreenTag® pending. 

Variety of options

Performance 

ANSI/BIFMA x5.1-2011 
QB/T 2280 - 2007

Ergonomics

BIFMA G1 - 2013

Environment

BIFMA X 7.1   
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